The irepresentation theory for Banach algebras has three main branches that are only rather loosely connected with each other. The Gelfand representation of a commutative algebra represents the given algebra by continuous complex valued functions on a space built from the multiplicativc linear functionals on the algebra. A Banach star algebra is represented by operators on a Hilbert space, the Hilbert space being built by means of positive I.iermitian funetionals on the algebra. Finally, for general non-commutative Banach algebras, an extension of the Jacobson theory of representations of rings is available. In this general theory, the representations are built in terms of irreducible operator representations on Banach spaces, and, on the face of it, no part is played by the linear functionals on the algebra. There is some evidence that the concepts involved in the general theory are not sufficiently strong to exploit to the full the Banach algebra situation.
general theory are not sufficiently strong to exploit to the full the Banach algebra situation.
The purpose of the present paper is to develop a new unified general representation theory that is more closely related than the Jaeobson theory to the special theories for commutative and star algebra s. The central concept is that of a dual representation on a pair of Banach spaces in normed duality. It is found that each continuous linear functional on a Banach algebra gives rise to a dual representation of the algebra, and thus the dual space of the Mgebra enters representation theory in a natural way. One may ask of a dual representation that it be irreducible on each of the pair of spaces in duality, and thus obtain a concept of irreducibility stronger than the classical one. Correspondingly one obtains a stronger concept of density. For certain pairs of spaces in duality, topological irreducibility on one of the spaces implies topological irreducibility on the other. However, we show that this is very far from being the case in general. We also consider a further concept of irreducibility, namely uniform strict transitivity, which is stronger than strict irreducibility. For certain pairs of spaces in duality, uniform strict transitivity on one of the spaces implies (1) The seeond author's contribution to this paper constituted part of his doctoral dissertation, which was supported by a Carnegie Scholarship. uniform strict transitivity (and hence strict irreducibility) on the other; but it is not true for such spaces that strict irreducibility on one of the spaces implies strict irreducibility on the other. We are also concerned to relate the concept of a dually strictly irreducible dual representation to the ideal structure of the algebra, and we introduce the dual radical of a Bausch algebra as the intersection of the kernels of all such representations.
We lean heavily on the thorough account of representation theory given by C. E. Rickart in his book [5] ; and, moreover, the present theory had its origin in a course of lectures given by Rickart in London in 1961, in which he drew attention to the need for a stronger general representation theory. A special case of the concept of dual representation is already familiar in the established theory of representations of primitive algebras with minimal ideals [5, pp. 62-70] . Our construction of dual representations in terms of continuous linear funetionals also appears in a recent paper by J. M. G. Fell [4] . His interest however is mainly in the case in which the representing spaces have finite dimension. Ia this case the dual irreducibility questions with which we are concerned are trivial.
Representations of Banach algebras
In this section, we collect together a few propositions concerning representations of Banach algebras that we shall need. Most of this material is well known, and can be found, though not precisely in the present form, in Rickart [5, Chapter II] . Standard definitions and all proofs are accordingly omitted.
Let F denote either the real field R or the complex field C, and let 9.1 denote a Banach algebra over F. It is not assumed that ~ is commutative, nor that ~ has an identity. Let X be a Banach space over F such that X~= (0), and let ~(X) denote the Bausch algebra of all bounded linear operators on X, with the usual operator norm.
PI~Ol~OSITIO~ 1. Let a-+T, be a representation o/ 9~ on X, let uEX, and let L= (a:Tau=O).
(i) I/Teu=u/or some e in ~, then e is a right identity (modL).
(ii) I/u is a strictly cyclic vector, then L is a modular le/t ideal.
(iii) I] u is a strictly cyclic vector and L is a maximal le/t ideal, then a--->Ta is strictly irreducible.
(iv) I/a-+Ta is strictly irreducible, and u 4 0, then L is a maximal modular le/t ideal. 
Notation and elementary properties of dual representations
Throughout this paper (X, Y, (, ~) will denote a pair of non-zero Banach spaces X, Y in normed duality with respect to a bilinear form (, } (see Rickart [5, Definition 2.4.8] ). Given such a pair (X, Y, (,}), there are two associated natural mappings x->&, y--> ?) defined by ~(y) = (x, y) (ye Y),
?)(x) -(x, y} (x 6 X).

It is clear that 2e Y' (xEX) and ?)EX' (yE Y).
The following two routine propositions describe the nature of two Banach spaces in normed duality. PROPOSITION 5. Let (X, Y, (, ) ) be Banach spaces in normed duality.
(i) The mapping y-->?) is a continuous monomorphism /rom Y into X' whose image
is weak* dense in X'.
(ii) I] X is reflexive, then ~ is norm dense in X'. It is significant in parts of dual representation theory to know when X and ~ are norm closed. We leave the reader to produce examples in which (i) neither X nor ~ is norm closed, (ii) ~7 is norm closed, ]7 is not norm closed.
Given Banach spaces X, Y in normed duality with respect to <, >, operators T E ~(X), SE~(Y) are said to be ad]oint with respect to <, > if
< Tx, y> = <x, Sy> (x E X, y E Y).
The non-degeneracy of the form <, } implies that there is at most one S E ~(Y) adjoint to a given TE~(X) (and at most one TE~(X) adjoint to a given SE~3(Y)). The unique S, if it exists, is denoted by T* and is called the ad]oint of T with respect to <, >. The adjoint S* of a given SE~(Y) is similarly defined. It is easy to verify that if elements T, U of ~(X) have adjoints on Y with respect to <, >, then so do *IT (,t E F), T + U, TU, and (*1T)*=*1T*, (T+U)*=T*+U*, (TU)*=U*T*.
It is also c/ear that T* has an adjoint (T*)* on X, and that (T*)*= T. We denote by ~(X, Y, <,>) the algebra of all operators TE~(X) that have adjoints T*E~(Y) with respect to <, >. The mapping T-+T* need not be continuous, but it has a closed graph in This follows since <Tx, y> = lim <Tn x, y> = lim <x, T~* y> = <x, Sy> (xeX, vey).
We observe in passing that ~(X, X', (,))=~(X). Given any Banach space X, we denote by F(X) the algebra of all bounded operators on X of ~inite rank. Given any pair (X, ]z, <, >) we write av(x, y, <, >) = _u(x) n ~(x, y, <, >).
Given non-zero x EX and non-zero y E Y, we denote by x| the bounded operator of rank one defined by (x| (u) = <u, y> z (u e x).
It is clear that xGyEF(X, Y, <,>) and that (x| = <x, v>y (vE Y) . Proof. This follows easily from the fact that T -+ T* has a closed graph.
PR 0 P 0 S I T I 0 ~ 8. The ]ollowing statements are equivalent.
(ii) There is a real constant k such that
(iii) l~ is norm closed in X'.
Similar remarks apply with X and Y interchanged.
Proot. This is a straightforward exercise. 
(i) (A, B) is a dual pair o] operator algebras on (X, Y, (, }).
(ii) a--*Ta* is an anti-representation o/9~ on Y. Every Banach algebra admits dual representations. In fact, since ~(X, X', (,)) = ~(X},.
every representation of 9~ on X is also a dual representation of 9~ on (X, X', (,)). For this reason, dual representations are of interest only when both the representation a-+T~ and the anti-representation a -~Ta* have spatial properties on X and Y respectively, for example, when both are strictly or topologically irreducible.
We say that a dual representation a-->T~ is dually strictly (topologically) irreducible if a~T~ and a-+T~* are both strictly (topologically) irreducible.
The following result will be useful in subsequent sections.
PROPOSITION 10. The identity mapping is a dually strictly irreducible dual representa- (X, Y, (,) 
Charaeterisations of irreducible adjoint algebras
The following theorem gives a property analagous to the strict density of a ~ T~ that corresponds to the strict irreducibihty of a-~ Ta*.
THEORE~ 1. Let the scalar field F be C. Let a-+ T~ be a dual representation o/ 9~ on (X, Y, (, > ).
Then the ]ollowing conditions are equivalent.
(i) a-+ T~* is strictly irreducible on Y.:
(ii) a---> Ta* is strictly dense on Y.
linite codimension, and given
Te~(X, Y, (,>), there exists a e g~ such that T ~ = T (mod U), i.e. ( T ~ -T ) X ~ U. (iv) Given a(X, Y, (, >) closed linear subspaces U, V o I X o I finite codimensions m, n with n ~m, there exists aEg~ such that T~-I U= V.
(v) Condition (iv) holds whenever n <<.m=l.
Remarks. (1) If Y is the dual space X' of X and (, > is the natural bilinear forml then all norm closed linear subspaces of X are closed in a(X, Y, <, >).
(2) We denote the dimension and codimension of a subspace E by dim (E) and codim (E) respectively, and we have eodim (U)=dim (X-U).
It is well known that for a a(X, Y, (,>) closed linear subspaee U of X, we have U=~ ~ and that codim (U)=dim (U~ Proo 1 o I Theorem 1. We prove one of the implications and leave the rest to the reader. 
A correspondence between linear functionals and dual representations
The following notation will remain fixed throughout. Clearly, Lf is a closed left ideal, Kf is ~ closed right ideal, and Ps is ~ closed two-sided ideal.
Given a subset E of 9~, the right quotient of E is the set {x:x9~ E}, denoted by E:9~. Similarly, the le/t quotient of E is the set {x: 9J~x~ E}, and we denote this by E :'9.1 to distinguish it from the right quotient of E. With this notation,
Lr=NI:'9~, KI=Nr:~, Pr=LI:~=KI:'~t.
We denote the Banach spaces 9,I-Lr, 9~-K r by X r and Yr respectively, and define a form (,)r on X s • Yr by taking
(x', Y')I =/(yx) (xex' eXr, yey'e Ys).
This form is well-defined, for if xl, x 2 E x' and Yl, y2Ey', then x 1-x~EL r and Yl-Y2EKf, and so (Yl -Y2) xl E N I and y2(x I -x2) E N f, from which /(Yl Xl) =/(Y2Xl) =/(Y2X~)"
We denote the left regular representation on X I by a -+ Tra, and the right regular representation on Yf by a-~Sra.
We recall that an ideal is left primitive if it is the right quotient of a maximal modular left ideal, and it is right primitive if it is the left quotient of a maximal modular right ideal.
Given a closed two-sided ideal P that is both left and right primitive, we say that a linear functional / belonging to 01' is appropriate for P if Lf is a maximal modular left ideal, KI is a maximal modular right ideal, and Pr=P. We shall also say loosely that / is an appropriate functional if there is some left and right primitive ideal P of 9~ for which / is appropriate.
THEOREM 2. Given/E01' with/(01a) ~= (0), the mapping a--->T f is a dual representation o/01 on (Xr, Yr, (, }f), S~ is the ad]oint o/ T~ on Yf with respect to (, }I, and the ]ollowing statements hold. (i) If Lr(Kf) is modular, then there is a strictly cyclic vector in Xr(Yr).
(ii) The representation is dually strictly irreducible i/and only i/Lr and K I are maximal.
(iii) The representation is dually topologically irreducible i/and only i/Lf and K r are maximal closed.
Proo]. This is routine verification together with an application of Proposition 3.
Given i=l, 2, let a~T~ be dual representations of 01 on (X~, Y~, {, ~,). We say that these dual representations are equivalent if there exist bicontinuous linear isomorphisms U, V of X 1 on to X 2 and of Y1 on to Y~ respectively such that
In the first corollary to the following theorem, we give conditions under which a dual representation is equivalent to a dual representation a->T f associated as in Theorem 2 with a linear functional/. The theorem is a halfway house. Since Y0 is topologically cyclic, this shows that aEL r if and only if T~x0=0. Thus LI= {a: Ta Xo = 0) and, similarly, K r = (a: Ta* Yo = 0). We define V and V by
Ux' = T~x o (xEx' EXr), Vy' = Ty*y o (yEy' E YI).
The rest of the proof is routine verification.
COROLLARY 1. 11 X o and Yo are strictly cyclic, then the dual representation a-+T~ is equivalent to the dual representation a -+ T o, and L~ and K r are modular.
Proof. Let x0 and Yo be strictly cyclic. Then U maps Xf on to X, and therefore, by
Banach's isomorphism theorem, is bicontinuous. Similarly, V is a bicontinuous mapping of YI on to Y. Thus the dual representations are equivalent. Since L r = {a: Tax o =0}, Proposition 1 (ii) shows that L r is modular, and similarly for K r.
COROLLARY 2. I/ a ~ T a is dually strictly irreducible, then Lf is a maximal modular left ideal, and K I is a maximal modular right ideal.
Proof. Proposition 1 (iv). This shows that P is left and right primitive and that / is appropriate for P.
In the next theorem we shall characterise the existence of appropriate functionals in terms of the ideal structure of the Banach algebra. We remark that if /E 9X' is such that Lf ', e2'>f=O (aE~) and so <XI, e2'>s=(0), which is a contradiction. Since K is maximal we conclude that K~=K. Since Lg is a maximal modular left ideal, g(O~a):~(0), and so by Theorem 2, a-~ Tga is dually strictly irreducible. Let e be a righ$ identity (mod L) and let y~K. Let /(a) = <Tgae ', y'>g (aE9~ Proo]. Apply Theorem 6.
As far as the existence of appropriate functionals is concerned, Theorem 7 has essentially reduced the problem to the case of a Banach algebra which is both left and right primitive. It is still an open question as to whether every left primitive Banach algebra is also right primitive. G. M. Bergman, [1] , has given an example of a ring primitive on the right but not on the left, but his construction seems to have no analogue for Banach algebras. Accordingly, our basic starting point for the next section is left primitive Banach algebras. It is well known that such algebras are continuously isomorphic with strictly irreducible algebras of bounded linear operators on some Banach space. In fact we are also interested in the weaker situation of topologically irreducible algebras of operators.
Analysis of dual pairs of operator algebras
The main purpose of this section is to examine the following question. 
Then Z is a weak* closed subspace o/ Y', ZN X=(O), and V~oZ=(y:yEY, (y,Z)= (0)}.
Further, (A, B[~ ) is a dual pair on (X, V, (,)).
Proo/. It is well known that Z is weak* closed and that V=~ Let zEZN X so that z = & for some x E X. Since (V, z) = (0), we have (x, V) = (0). Since B is invariant on V, we have (x, B V~ ~ (0) and thus (Ax, V) = (0). If x ~ 0, then Ax = X and so V = (0). This shows that Z n )~ = (0) as required.
Since ~ the Banach spaces X and V are in normed duality with respect to <, >. Since B is invariant on V, it follows that (A, B[~) is a dual pair on (X, V, <, >).
We now consider a very special condition on the pair (X, Y, <, >). We say that Y represents X' through < ,> if for each/EX' there exists yi6 Y such that /(x) = <x, Yr> (x eX).
This condition is equivalent to X'g Y. It follows from Proposition 5 and Banach's isomorphism theorem that y-+ ?) is thus a bieontinuous isomorphism of Y with X'. In other words, the pair is essentially (X, X', (,)). We may similarly speak of X representing Y' through <, >, and then the pair is essentially (Y', Y, (,)).
PROrOSlTION 12. Let (X, Y, <, >) be such that X represents Y' through <, >. Let (A, B) be a dual pair on (X, Y, <, >) with A topologically irreducible on X. Then B is topologically irreducible on Y.
Proo/. This follows easily from Proposition 11. 
PROPOSITION 13. Let (X, Y, <,>) be such that B is topologically irreducible on Y whenever (A, B) is a dual pair on (X, Y, <, >) with A ~_ F(X) and
(X, V, <, >) is dually strictly irreducible on (X, V, <, >). Let
A =F(X, V, <,>). Then A~(X, Y, < ,>) and (A, A*) is a dual pair on (X, Y, <,>), but
A* is not topologically irreducible on Y. This contradiction completes the proof.
THEOI~EM 8. A Banach space X is reflexive i/and only i/whenever A ~_ F(X) is topologically irreducible on X, A* is topologically irreducible on X'. Proo]. Recall that (A, A*) is a dual pair on (X, X', (,)) for every A~ F(X). The Banach space X is reflexive if and only if X represents X" through (,). The result follows immediately
from Propositions 12 and 13.
Proposition 12 has an analogue for the case of a pair (X, Y, <, )) such that the linear space Y' -X is finite dimensional. (In fact, using the results of Dixmier, [3] , one can show that such a pair is essentially of the form (Q', j(Q)| Z, (,) ), where Q is a non-reflexive Banach space and Z is a finite dimensional subspaee of Q".) Recall, [2] , that a Banach space X is quasi-reflexive of order n if X"-j(X) is of (finite) dimension n. By simple extensions of the techniques employed above we obtain the following result.
THEOI~]~M 9. A Banach space X is quasi-re/lexive o/order n i/and only i/ whenever A ~_ F(X) is topologically irreducible on X, A* is topologically irreducible on a closed subspace o] X' o] ]inite de]iciency k, where the maximum o] such k is n.
We shall now consider two examples of dual pairs of operator algebras in which the irreducibility properties are completely unsymmetrical.
In what follows we denote the set of positive integers by P and the n-th prime number by Pn. For each nEP we denote the usual factorisation of n by n=l-[p~ ~. If m, nEP, we write m In to denote that m divides n. Given m, n EP, we denote the highest common factor of m and n by (m, n).
Given kEP, let zk be the element of l ~ defined by
Let Z n be the subspaee of 1 ~ generated by z 1 ..... zn, and let V~ =~ = {y : y e l, (y, Z~) = (0)}.
Lr~Mx 2. N{V=:nEP}=(0).
Proof. Let ~ denote the Stone-Cech compaetifieation of P, i.e. the Gelfand carrier space of the Banach algebra l ~176 and for each z E l ~ let $ denote its unique continuous extension to ~. For all i, ] in P, we have z~zj =zk, where k is the least common multiple of i and ].
Thus the closed real linear hull A of {z~:iEP} is a real subalgebra of 1% Let B=A, and given ~, ~pe~t let ~ "~B ~P denote that
1(~) = 1(9) (le B).
Then by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, we have B = {/:/ECR(~2) such that/(q) =/(~v) whenever ~v ~B ~o).
Given i, j in P with j X i, we have
Therefore the elements of P belong to distinct equivalence classes under ~B; and given nEP and real numbers ).x .... , ~, there exists gEB such that g(k)=~ (1 ~<k--<n). Let Since y E l, it follows that y(r)~ 0 for each r in P and so y = 0.
Remark. The above lemma may also be proved by a combinatorial argument.
Let Ap={T:TE~3(co) , T*Vn ~_ Vn (nEP)}. It is easily verified that Ap is a closed subalgebra of !~(c0). Also, given T E ~(c0), we have T E Ae if and only if T**Zn ~ Z~ (n E P),
where T** denotes the usual second adjoint of T and so belongs to !3(1 ~~ (with the usual abuse of notation). Given any one-to-one mapping 9 of P into itself, we define Tr on c o by
Clearly Tr We shall call 9 admissible if T~EAr. It is easily seen that, given tEP,
{: if t,9(r), (T*** z,) (r) ~ if tXq~(r ).
In particular, if there is s e P such that t [~(r)~s[r, then T*** z, = z~. For any ~0 we thus have Tr z 1 = z 1. To see that km <~n, it is sufficient to observe that some :r ~> 1, and for each i in P we have kp~ <~ pkp~. (ii) cf is monotonic,
LEM~A 3. Given kEP, let
~(1)= 1, ~(2)=Pk+l. (iii) ~(]c) = 1.
Proo/. (i). Let F(s) = ks (s E P). Let t E P and let h = (t, k).
Then t = ha, k = hb, with (a, b) = 1.
Thus {s:tlv(s)} = {s:halhbs} = {s:albs} = {s:als}, since a and b are coprime. We thus have T~**z t =z a with a ~<t. It follows immediately that T~**Zn~Z~ (nEP), so that ~ is admissible. We denote the corresponding T~ by T~, and we note that (Tlx)(n) =x(n/c) (neP).
(ii). Let ~(s)=y~p~k , where s=y~p~eP.
Then ~ satisfies the conditions of (ii), and it is clear from the argument of Lemma 3 (i) , and so Tz**zt =za with a ~t. It is now clear that ~ is admissible. We denote the corresponding Tv by T~, and we note that (T~x) (1) =x (1), and (T~x)(n)=x(~(n)) where ~(n)~>Pk+l (n>~2).
(iii). Let V be as in Lemma 3. Let
qJ(s) I v(sjk)
if kls, = [ ~v(s) if kXs.
Since for every i in P, Pk~, is greater than every prime factor of k, q~ is a one-to-one mapping of P into itself. Also ~(k) =1. Let teP with t>l. We have {s:t]q~(s)}=E U F, where Suppose that Ap* is topologically irreducible on some non-zero closed subspace V of 1.
By Proposition 11, (co, V, (,)) are Banach spaces in normed duality and so V is infinite dimensional. We thus have V N V~ =4= (0) (n EP), for otherwise V would be finite dimensional.
Let v= be any non-zero element of VN V~. Then V=Ae*vn~_ Vn. We thus have V~ V= (n EP) and so V = (0) by Lemma 2. This contradiction completes the proof.
It is not known whether or not Ap is strictly irreducible on c 0. To obtain an example in which strict irreducibility obtains we proceed as follows. Let X = Y = l, and <x, y> = ~ x(n) y(n) (x, y E 1). n=l It is easily verified that (X, Y, <, }) is a pair of Banach spaces in normed duality. As above, let ~ be any one-to-one mapping of P into itself, and define Tr on l by Tr =xo~o (x El) . Define ~* on P by {~-l(n) if nE~(P), ~*(n) = if n~q0(P).
We then have T~ E ~(l, l, <, >) with Tr T~.. We now regard the operators T 1, T~, T~ (i) . It is dear that x--->T x is a linear homomorphism of l on to Bp such that I Txl ~< Ilxll (xEI) . The kernel N={x: T.=0} is thus a closed subspace of l, so that 1-N is a Banach space under the infimum norm. The norm II" II on B. is precisely this infimum norm transferred to Be. Thus Be is a Banach space under I1" II, and I T~I < IIT~II Next, m, n =1 it follows that T~T~eBF. Also, I[T~T,I I <~ [[zli[[y[[, and so lIT~T, ll < [IY~[l[[Y~H. Finally, I=T~BI, and we easily see that [[I] ]=1. Thus Be is a Banach algebra with unit under I1" II. Remarks. (1) We note that Bp is a left primitive Banach algebra. It is still an open question as to whether or not "Be is right primitive. (2) We observe that By admits a dual representation on (1, c 0, (,) ) with associated dual pair (A, B) such that A is strictly irreducible on l and B is topologically, but not strictly, irreducible on c 0. This follows immediately from Proposition 12 when we note that each T::EBp has an adjoint on c o with respect to the natural bilinear form (,), and that the proper subspace l of c o is invariant for the adjoint algebra. This observation also shows how far removed topological irreducibility may be from strict irreducibility. In fact the adjoint algebra is topologically irreducible on c o and yet has a chain of invariant subspaces with zero intersection.
We close this section with a question. For which Banach spaces X does the following statement hold?
"If A ~ ~(X) is topologically irreducible on X, then A* is topologically irreducible on some non-zero closed subspace of X'."
Uniformly transitive representations of Banach algebras
It is well known that any topologically irreducible *-representation of a B*-algebra is automatically strictly irreducible. We have seen that a dually topologically irreducible representation of a Banach algebra need not be dually strictly irreducible. In fact, by Remark (2) after Proposition 15, the Banach algebra Be admits a dual representation a ""Ta on a pair (X, X', (,) Proo/. By a theorem of Kaplansky (see [5] , Theorem 4.9.10), the unit ball of 9~ is dense in the unit ball of ~(H) in the strong operator topology. The result follows easily. For each a E 9~ we define T~, S~ as follows.
(T~ x) (/) = T~ x(/) (Sa y) (/) = Sra y(/)
The rest of the proof is straightforward.
(/e~, xeX).
(/e g2, ye Y).
Examples
The first part of the following theorem states that any left primitive complex Banach algebra with minimal one-sided ideals is dually primitive. Also xEK implies xuEK so that/(x) =g(xu) =0 (xEK) . By the analogue of Lemma 1 for right ideals, we have K I = K and the proof is complete.
COROLLARY. Let 9~ be a Banach algebra with a/amily (L~:2EA} o~ maximal modular left ideals such that r(Lx)~= (0) (,~EA) and [1 {Lx :~eA} = (0) . Then 9.I is dually semi-simple.
We turn finally to complex Banach *-algebras. Recall that a *-representation is made on a normed self-dual space X (see [5] , Definition 4.3.1). Recall also that F E ~' is Hermitian if
F(a*) = F(a) (a E 91).
Associated with F, there is the dual representation a~T~ on (XF, YF, (, }F). There is also the *-representation a-->TFa on (XF, XF, (,)F), where (x', y')~ = F(y*x) (xex'eXE, yCy'eXF) .
There is a natural conjugate linear isomorphism U from XF on to YF. If the involution is continuous, then U is bicontinuous, but if the involution is not continuous, then U need not be continuous and so the representations might be quite different topologically.
We point out that there are dually semi-simple Banach *-algebras for which no appropriate functional is Hermitian. The next result shows, however, that the condition for the existence of appropriate functionals is simplified when the functional is ttermitian. any B*-algebra is dually semi-simple.
